
Report from Church Office Administrator for Joel’s Café 3 

from Toni Cleland 

As many of you know, I worked for Eugene First in 2016-17, and I have been back since 
January.  I am so happy and thankful to be back.  I love our staff and folks at Eugene First, 
and I respect and admire the good work done by our mission teams to help at risk children 
and adults in our community. 

Since my return, I have noticed  a dramatic difference in the building culture here at First.  We 
are still serving our unhoused neighbors with lunches, socks, toiletries, a place to sit down or 
use a phone or charge their cell phone.  That has not changed since my first stint working here 
at First. 

What is different is that there now seems to be an undercurrent of angry energy in the 
building among some of our unhoused guests.  I have been yelled at.  I have been cursed at.  I 
have had people “loom” over me threateningly to the point where, while I don’t feel 
frightened, I feel cautious.  I have had to call 911 more times in the three months I’ve been 
back than I did in my entire prior time at First. 

We are also seeing negative impacts on the building.  Ernesto has had to remove boxes of 
human waste left in the men’s restroom.  We’ve found needles.  I had to remove used sanitary 
napkins left on the floor of the women’s restroom foyer.  We’ve had folks lying on our 
sidewalks, partially unclothed, with drug paraphernalia in plain sight.  Our preschool teacher 
recently had to clean her front step area and remove clothing, blood, and human feces.  We 
regularly find our restrooms stained with blood, other body fluids, and filth. 

Worst of all, one more than one occasion I have seen a staff member and a volunteer received 
unwanted physical contact from a guest – in other words, an visitor to our church shoved a 
volunteer and in two separate occurrences, shoved, choked, and struck a staff member.  

The impression I am getting is that our church has become known as a place that will tolerate 
behavior among the unhoused that other services agencies won’t tolerate.  I want to 
emphasize “service agency” – because we are acting as a service agency in every sense of the 
words – but without adequate or trained staffing to support the agency, without adequate 
rules and guidelines of behavior, and without adequate consequences for breaking rules.  The 
word is out that we are the place to go to get help without having to be held to any behavior 
expectations. 

I have three concerns about this.  First is our safety and the well being of our staff, members, 
and visitors.  If we continue on the path we are on, someone is going to get hurt.  It’s not a 
matter of if, but when.  As the people of First, this is something you will have to live with.  You 
need to ask yourselves what you are willing to tolerate.  Is it okay that a staff member gets 
shoved?  Okay that a volunteer gets shoved?  What about a staff member or volunteer being 



struck, or stabbed, or robbed, or worse?  At some point, this will be a reality if we continue on 
the path we are on. 

The second is the well being of our building.  This is a gorgeous building, given to the 
community of  and the people of First through the efforts, sweat, and tears of those who came 
before you.  I think we can make the argument that this is the flagship church of the Crater 
Lake district.  It’s also an old building.  It needs care.  It needs love.  It needs maintenance.  It 
needs rest from the constant stream of use and abuse it receives.  If we don’t care for this 
building, we are going to have to make some difficult and expensive decisions going forward. 

The final concern I have relates to the mission work of this church.  As many of you know, I 
am a lifelong United Methodist and member of Trinity UMC over in the River Road area.  I 
greatly respect the amazing mission work this church does.  But my fear is we are out of 
balance – that we have devoted so many resources to this admittedly urgent need of helping 
the unhoused in our community that it is affecting our ability to serve our other, also very 
important, mission needs.  I would hate to think of us losing backpack volunteers because 
they are accosted by unhoused people in our parking lot (this has happened).  The backpack 
program feeds hungry children - it is vital.  I would hate to think of our UMW ladies being 
fearful of coming to church.   The UMW does critical work in our church, community, and 
world.  Our Inside Out Sundays do amazing mission work in our community.  I would hate to 
think that people stop showing up for those Sundays, because they feel nervous about their 
safety in our building and on our property.  

Aside from mission projects, the church also provides meeting space for church groups and 
classes as well as community groups.  Many of the outside community groups pay rent, which 
helps underwrite our expenses including our mission work.  I hate to think of someone being 
fearful of attending Rev. Adam’s Thursday Theology class, or singing with the Raging 
Grannies, or of us losing an opportunity to partner with a building user who will use our space 
for community good while paying us rent, because of a fear for personal safety. 

I think I can sum of the challenge best in this way.  We have passionate volunteer groups who 
want to use our building for very worthy programs to help the unhoused in our community.  
Those volunteers are here, working very hard, for events that last 1-2 hours a week.  Then they 
leave, and we – the staff – are left dealing with the aftermath.  With folks lingering in our 
building long past the end of an event, and responding with anger and hostility when politely 
asked to leave.  With folks hanging out on our “porches” using drugs, and refusing to leave 
until police are called.  With folks sleeping in our lobby and in one case urinating in our lobby.  
With folks digging through the fridge and freezer in the kitchen.  With folks hiding in the 
restrooms for hours and leaving a shocking mess when we finally discover them. With fights 
breaking out in our parking lot hours after an event ends, because the attendees haven’t 
moved along.  With folks passing out on our sidewalks in puddles of vomit.  With folks in 
crisis, who come here because we are presenting ourselves as a day shelter – and then we are 
unequipped to help them in their crisis.  All of these things have happened – in some cases 



multiple times – in the three months I’ve been back.  And all of these things are things you are 
asking your church staff to deal with on a daily basis. 

Something I always tell my kids is don’t bring me your complaints – bring me solutions.  
That’s what I’m going to do now.  I have some ideas on how to respond to this.   

The first idea is to completely lock down the building and install a buzzer system.  Most 
downtown churches have gone to this model, and it has merits.  It allows an office person or 
other staff member to work alone in the building without being fearful of interactions with a 
hostile member of the public.  It lets the public know you aren’t hosting a free for all, come in 
and do anything environment.  It minimizes the potential damage or wear and tear to 
restrooms and other building spaces.  It is a legitimate and safe way to deny access to a 
dangerous person, and in this current climate of violence in churches, that sadly may be 
something we need. 

The downsides to this idea are the expense of installing such a system, and the impact it has 
on the identity of a church that identifies as having “open hearts, open minds, open doors.”  I 
would make the argument that “open doors” is not intended to be literal.  I mean, we have 
locks and an alarm system for a reason.  But I see where this change in our policies could 
cause unease. 

The practicality of a system like that would be challenging in some cases.  For example, if we 
had a buzzer, would we individually let people in the building for a Keepers Café breakfast?  
Or would the buzzer be turned off during the breakfast?  What would we do when various 
building renters host large events here?  I could see us needing a “door person” to deal with 
the constant flow of traffic when, for example, dozens of kids singing with OCC musical 
groups are arriving in the afternoon.  And how would a buzzer solve the issues of folks 
lingering and misbehaving in the building after the breakfast, or after other church events and 
meetings?  These are questions that would have to be considered if we went this route. 

The second idea is to bring back someone in a “Thomas” role.  We had some of these same 
problems when Thomas was here.  But not like we do now, because we had someone who 
acted as a “bouncer” of sorts.  I think a huge part of the reason the culture has changed in our 
building is that the unhoused people know Thomas is gone and to them, that means the 
authoritarian figure is gone.  Bringing back someone in a Thomas-type role could solve a lot of 
our security issues, while also having someone on site to deal with small maintenance issues. 

The downside to this is obviously the cost of adding a staff member, which in all honesty may 
be prohibitive to this solution.  The upside is you can continue being a literal “open door” 
church. 

A third idea is to hire some sort of security company to be present in our building for set 
hours/events.  I have no idea what such a service would cost.  I did some research online but 
no one has rates posted, which tells me they are probably expensive and they want to explain 



to you why they’re worth what they’re charging.  It may be less expensive to use a service such 
as this instead of hiring another staff member, but I’m not sure. 

The downside of a service like this (assuming it’s less expensive than a staff person) is that 
having a uniformed security guard in our building changes the atmosphere again.  I think in 
the short term it would solve the problem.  But do we want to be a church that has (literal or 
figurative) armed guards?  

The final idea I have is to embrace that “service agency” role and be a true “service agency.”  
For example:  commit to operating a day shelter from 9am-12pm.  Staff it adequately – this 
would require a staff member and probably a volunteer, and some help from community 
partners like White Bird and perhaps Station 7 folks.   

Under this plan, at 12pm we could close and lock the building for a few hours.  This would be 
the method of getting folks to leave without having to make it a confrontation.  We are open til 
12, and it 12 it’s time to go. 

Once we closed at 12, our staff would spend that time cleaning the building – because it will 
need substantial cleaning after being open in the morning.  That way the building and 
restrooms will be ready for the general public when we would reopen. 

The downsides of this are that operating a day shelter from 9am-12pm may impact our 4J 
students and their ability to do the work they do when they are here.  Referencing my earlier 
point about being in balance and not wanting the work we do for the unhoused to affect our 
ability to do good work with other folks, the work that we provide for our 4J Life Skills 
students is critical and I would greatly resist any plan that would impact that. 

Another downside is the practicality of getting our visitors to understand that once we reopen 
in the afternoon, we are no longer a day shelter.  Initially I was going to suggest closing from 
12-1, but after giving that some thought, I think 12-2 would be more appropriate, because it 
would mean that our evening staff (Bene) would be here when we reopen (except on Fridays).  
I think this transition would have to be very transparent (signage and all) and frequently 
reinforced by staff who ran the “shelter.” 

I also think if we decided to go this route we would need to create clear and specific 
expectations regarding behavior in our building, and enforce those rules consistently.  I would 
suggest asking for guidance from other agencies who run day shelters in terms of what their 
rules are, and modeling ourselves after them.  This creates a consistent environment for 
guests and also allows us to use the expertise of agencies who have more experience in this 
area. 

Thank you for taking the time to listen.  I trust that the folks here today will work hard to find 
a solution that fits the mission of this church, while supporting the staff members who work in 
this building on a daily basis.  Whatever solution this group comes up with, I will support the 
decision of the group wholeheartedly.  I am so grateful to be part of the family at First.


